Because it’s “Too Big” ? Two things to consider before instructing crown reduction.
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We do need to preserve trees that are inappropriate for their location if only because
of the conflicts over space implicit in the prevailing small typical UK house and garden
plot size, but planning planting with thought and long sightedness is the best solution.
In the meantime Cheshire Tree Surgeons will still be providing the compromise for it’s
clients for a very long time to come, alongside more enlightened advice and
management strategies for tree owners.

With all the information to hand, our clients can come to an informed decision. If that
decision is to apply a compromise, because all tree surgery is a compromise, then that
solution is applied in the clear understanding of that compromise.

As you can see from these two polarised arguments I am not an advocate of tree
surgery. That might surprise some as it is obviously the core business of this company
and has been for the 20 years that we have been in business, but I do make a point of
wandering around Cheshire and beyond regularly making these arguments.

In such circumstances it is far more long sighted to remove the inappropriate tree and replace it with a species chosen specifically for the location, space and
scale of the site, considering as well what the tree is expected to provide in terms of for example
privacy, colour, seasonal interest and ecological value. If careful consideration is given to
replacements for unsuitable trees, then those replacements can be retained without need for pruning
over their full natural life, without conflicts of interest.

Trees are self optimising structures. They have been evolving over the past 500 million years and they have grown accustomed to creating structures to
support the canopy that are strong enough to survive all but the most extreme climatic events. As such there is no such thing as a tree that is inherently “too
big”! There are only trees that have, through site specific adaptation, become tall or large, but in doing so, they have also developed the support structures
necessary to hold the canopy aloft through all but periodically very strong storms that bear on them in that specific location.
There are exceptions but a tree consultant can spot diseases and structural defects and prescribe ways to manage or mitigate the risks that arise from those
diseases or structurally defective morphological forms. So, if after all your tree has been assessed and no obvious defects being identified, you still want to prune
your tree, and especially if you want to do something as insensitive as reduce it’s size, then (for whatever subjective, human reasons) you are not addressing the
REAL underlying issue which is always:- WRONG TREE – WRONG PLACE !

So,… you want to prune your tree?

Take a moment and look at this group of mature Beech. Never Pruned and all the better for that!
The test of an honest arborist is how frequently he will argue not to undertake unnecessary tree work. Understanding removes irrational
concerns, that is why we try to give our clients enough information to allow them to come to an informed decision.
If that decision is quite often to do nothing then what we find ourselves doing most of the time is absolutely necessary tree works.
That is sensitive and measured arboriculture and that is why we are in our 20th year in business.
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Craftwoods.co.uk are now northern dealers for the Hud-son
range of portable sawmills. Simple but rugged design and an
unbelievable price make this sawmill available to any tree
contractor or small woodland owner.
Email sales@craftwoods.co.uk to request a
brochure. The website has been redesigned
and now will have details of any trees cut
that day uploaded together with pictures,
that evening. We
offer pages to
anybody selling converted
homegrown timber around the country, so a network of craftwoods suppliers is growing.
We have started our Timber Framing Workshop again. These will be held on the
second Saturday of every month and cost £50 + VAT. Introductory offer. Attendees get
a chainsaw helmet, a professional chisel and a professional Stanley saw. The value of
these items is around £40 so book early as this seminar is likely to be popular.
Green Policies are usually just PR and popular sound
bytes but not at Cheshire Arboriculture.
Craftwoods is one expression of environmental ideals
and of course David Lloyd-Jones pioneered and
designed a sympathetic and holistic tree pruning
principle “Reduction Via Thinning”.
Now we have gone a step further. Doing over 30,000
miles a year and then encouraging people NOT to
prune their trees was an expensive conflict of interests.
Now we encourage people to take advantage of our
free online quotation and tree consultancy service cover
a wider area, do many less miles assessing only the
jobs that NEED assessing and reduce our carbon
footprint dramatically.
If you visit Arbornauts.com for online quotes and
TreeAdvice.com for online consultancy and follow the
links we hope that the process is quick and easy. The
advice you will get for quotes or advice comes from

David Lloyd-Jones, the chairman of the Consulting
Arborist Society a well known Tree Consultant. Time
saved on the road is spent assessing the images and
descriptions that are sent in so that the advice that you
get is the best available.
So remember….

Tree Advice.com
For FREE Tree Consultancy &

Arbornauts.com
For FREE Online Quotes
Or you can phone David on
01565 621234 or mobile 07795 4314202
Email david@treeadvice.com
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